Let D be an annulus in the complex plane with closure D and boundary 3D. We prove that a function/, holomorphic in D with C1+e(9Z)) boundary data for some £>0, is uniquely determined by its arithmetic means j"(/) and s0n(f) over equally spaced points on 3D. We also give an explicit formula for recapturing/from its means jn(/) and son(f). Furthermore, we derive the relations between s"(f) and s0n(f) which are necessary and sufficient for the analytic continuability of/from D to the whole disc.
Introduction.
Let t/:|z|<l be the open unit disc and £:|z| = l be the unit circle in the complex plane. For an e>0, we let A1+£(U) denote the class of all functions 00 fiz) = 2 anzn n=0 with an=0(ljn1+c).
If/ is a continuous function on T, we consider the arithmetic means Snif) = -%/«), n=\, 2, • •■ ■ , off on £, where w*=exp(i'27rri:/«) are the wth roots of unity. It is known (cf. [1] ) that iffe A1+*(U) then the sequence {sn(f)} uniquely determines/in A1+e(U). Also, an explicit representation of a function/in A1+e(U) in terms of the sequence {sn(f)} is given in [3] . In this paper, we establish these results for functions holomorphic in an annulus. Hence, one can explicitly recapture a function/, holomorphic in a simply connected or doubly connected domain G and continuous on the closure of G, from its "means" on the boundary dG of G, provided that an explicit conformai map of G onto the unit disc or an annulus can be found and has a sufficiently smooth extension to dG and that/is sufficiently smooth on dD.
Let 0<r0<l, and consider the annulus Z) = (z:r0<|z|<l).
For an £>0, we denote by A1+e(D) the class of all functions /(z)=2"=_oo ûnzn such that for w>0, a"=0(l/n1+£) and a"" = 0(ro7w1+£). Iff is a function continuous on the boundary dD of D, we define (cf. we will give the relations between Rn(f) and R0n(f) which are necessary and sufficient for functions/e Al+C(D) to be of class A1+t(U).
2. Uniqueness, representation and analytical continuability theorems. We first establish the following uniqueness theorem. ««."-xi«») = («"-i^"1 + «-(^»rf'"-") = 0
Since the coefficient matrices for (ak+a_k) and (akro+a_krök) are nonsingular, there are unique solutions for (ak+a_k) and (akr^+a_krök), and hence for ak and a_t, /c= 1, ■ --, n. To establish our representation theorem, we first obtain explicit formulas for^" and^0n. Let p(n) be the Möbius function of n: Hence, f=h by Theorem 1. 
Proof. An easy calculation shows that PoÁPi) = PJjl) if i = eck = 0 iffc/fV.
In [3] , it is proved that iffe A1+°(U) then f(z)=2^y Rk(f)pk(z)+sx(f) uniformly in 0. Hence, we have, by (6), Rom{f) = fRmi{f)Z41)r™ which is (5). To prove the converse, we first prove the following identities for all k and n:
so that (7) follows from the identity 23u p(j) -\,nFrom Theorem 2, we have f(z) = £ *,(/)<, ,(z) + 2 RoWlofr) + sjf) = 2 a»z"-
It is clear that for each «>0, a-«-2 3;-^ *™(/)ro + 2 -^--zr ■ Since Rk(f) = 0(l/k1+E), we obtain, by (5) and (7), 00 00 00
(rl -r-0n)a_n =22 P^DR^Âf) ~ 2 ^«-»(/K'») = 2 R**{2 i»X'T/v(*) -'•ox) = 0.
3. Final remark. The results in this paper are generalizations of those studied in ([1], [3] ). Recently, Patil ([6] , [7] ) has given an explicit representation of an Hv function in terms of its boundary values on a small subset 5* of the unit circle. It is, therefore, also interesting to know whether or not just the arithmetic means of the values of a function/E A1+tiU) at points "equally spaced" on S would uniquely determine /, and if so, whether or not an "explicit" formula for recapturing/from these means could be given. If S is an arc, some results have been recently obtained in [4] .
